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Abstract. This paper presents the results of Bayesian updating of assessed damage 
probabilities for buildings adjacent to a deep excavation in soft soils. The prediction 
of building behavior respect to a serviceability limit state regards a damage potential 
index DPI, which depends on lateral movement and ground settlement induced in 
buildings as the excavation proceeds. Numerical analyses were performed on 
synthetic tridimensional deep excavation finite element models, considering 
constitutive model Hardening Soil Small Strain, and simulating two constitutive 
parameters as random fields. Models response regarding DPI was used to have an 
initial assessment of building damage probabilities for each neighboring building 
and construction stage. Bayesian updating is used to enhance initial predictions 
integrating DPI-based damage probabilities from numerical models and DPI values 
from ground movements obtained using semiempirical models KJHH and KSJH. 
Comparison of prior and updated results show the improvement in performance 
predictions and a reduction in parameter uncertainty. 

Keywords. Bayesian updating, damage probability, deep excavations, numerical-

probabilistic analyses, serviceability limit state analysis, soft soils. 

1. Introduction 

In deep urban excavations, damage assessment on neighboring buildings is needed [1,2]. 
As the analysis of deep excavations for serviceability limit states is a complex problem, 
it is common the use of finite element modeling [3,4]. Also, as soft soils like lacustrine 
deposits at Bogotá are inherently variable, the analysis could be performed combining 
numerical and probabilistic approaches [5,6]. In the numerical and probabilistic analysis, 
constitutive soil parameters can be treated as random fields or as random variables to 
calculate the probability of undesired performance in reliability based analyses [7,8]. 
However, in calculated predictions of behavior based on a limited set of data, with 
parameters subjected to transformation uncertainties and analysis tools attached to 
modeling uncertainties, the predictions will inevitably differ from behaviors assessed by 
other means or in field measurements. Nonetheless, the information from different 
sources is valuable as combining information gathered from different sources is useful 
to enhance prior probabilistic models and behavior predictions, through a posterior 
probabilistic model in a Bayesian updating framework [9,10,11].  
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Numerical and probabilistic analyses performed on a synthetic tridimensional deep 
excavation in soft soils finite element model are used in this paper to have an initial 
estimation of damage probabilities occurring in nearby buildings. Serviceability limit 
state considered refers to a damage potential index (DPI) based on a maximum principal 
tensile strain approach [12,13]. Constitutive model Hardening Soil Small Strain (HS-
Small) [14,15] is employed here to represent soft soil behavior [16]. Parameter values 
E0

ref and E50
ref obtained from laboratory and field test results of Bogotá soft soils are 

represented as random fields in the numerical models [17]. On the other hand, ground 
movements were also determined using semiempirical models KSJH [13] and KJHH 
[18], to calculate DPI values in excavation stages. The combination of assessed initial 
damage probabilities and the new DPI values from semiempirical methods in a Bayesian 
framework permits updating and enhancing the performance predictions and a reduction 
in parameter uncertainties. This paper describes the methods employed, presents a 
comparison between prior and posterior results, and discusses the improvement achieved 
in geotechnical performance prediction. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Numerical and prior probabilistic analyses 

Base information comes from a geotechnical exploration performed in Bogotá soft 
lacustrine soils, including three borings with sampling (30 - 70 m), eight SCPTu (31 – 
46 m), one DMT (41 m), one PMT (30 m) and information from laboratory tests: index 
properties, physical characteristics, strength, and compressibility [19]. The groundwater 
level is around 1.5 to 2 m depth. There is a fill layer of 1.5 to 2 m thick, 38 to 42 m of 
soft silty-clay soils classified as CH, MH, and OH, followed by competent materials. 
Available information served as a basis to calculate HS-Small parameter values [20]. 
Principal component analyses on residuals obtained after removing trends with depth to 
original parameter data set, allowed selecting E0

ref and E50
ref as random variables [21]. 

The geotechnical model was defined consisting of thirty soil layers: the fill and the soft 
soils, besides the competent materials at the bottom [5,6,17]. Figure 1 presents the finite 
element model and a simulated random field for soft soils selected parameters. 

a) 3D FEM model and nearby building areas b) Random field simulated for E0
ref 

Figure 1. Synthetic stochastic deep excavation in soft soils tridimensional finite element model. 
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The fifteen pieces of land defined in Figure 1 were defined to assess potential 
damages in buildings located around the excavation. The synthetic model extends to a 
block of 160mx184mx60m, simulating an excavation located in the corner of an urban 
area. Its dimensions are 40mx64m and 12m depth, and is supported by a retaining system 
composed of 30m depth diaphragm walls, concrete beams, and plates, and 18 m length 
and 0.6 m diameter piles spaced every 4m in the bottom. Simulated construction stages 
are: 1) Diaphragm walls and piles, 2) First level beams and plate (0.0 m), 3) First 
excavation (0.0 to -3.0m), 4) Second level beams and plate (-3.0 m), 5) Second 
excavation (-3.0 to -6.0m), 6) Third level beams and plate (-6.0 m), 7) Third excavation 
(-6.0 to -9.0m), 8) Fourth level beams and plate (-9.0 m), 9) Fourth excavation (-9.0 to -
12.0m), 10) Bottom slab, 11) Building construction. 

In this case, the serviceability limit state relates to possible damages in buildings 
adjacent to excavations due to ground movements caused by the excavation. Response 
variable selected is the damage potential index (DPI), derived from the maximum tensile 
principal deformation εp caused by the excavation in adjacent buildings, combining 
angular distortion β, lateral deformation εl and the direction of crack formation measured 
from the vertical plane θmax [12,13]. Nodal displacements from numerical modeling serve 
to calculate DPI for each building and construction stage. 

There are different methodologies to carry out probabilistic analysis for geotechnical 
problems [8], and response surface method (RSM) [22,23] is adopted here. Considering 
the response of a variable of interest as dependent on a set of variables, if a functional 
relation is unknown, and if the expected response is E(y)=f (x1,...,xk)=η, η is called the 
response surface. In RSM application, it is usual to approximate function by a low order 
polynomial, as the of second-order function without crossed terms in Eq. (1). The points 
to evaluate the performance function are a central point defined by mean values of each 
factor {xc1,xc2,...,xck} and other 2k points around it: {xc1+/-pσx1,xc2...,xck},{xc1,xc2+/-
pσx2,...,xck},...,{xc1,xc2,...,xck+/-pσxk}, where σxi is the standard deviation of variable xi. 
Matching computed system response to polynomial equations permits to find its 
coefficients βi by regression. 
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, ,...,

k k
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y g x x x x xβ β β
= =

+ += = ∑ ∑
 

(1) 

In order to assess damage probabilities, a limit state function must be defined. In this 
case, a margin of safety function given in Eq. (2), where R is the capacity of the system 
and L the solicitations imposed. If M> 0 the system is stable, and if M≤0 there is an 
undesired performance as in this case, slight to moderate damages in buildings [13]. DPIL 
come from tridimensional finite element modeling, whereas DPIR depends on a skew 
factor c1 [24]. In this paper, it was assumed μc1=1 and covc1=0.25. 

R L
M R L DPI DPI− −= =   (2) 

As DPIR and DPIL are random variables, integrating their joint probability density 
function over the M≤0 region allows assessing the probability of damage. In this paper, 
105 Monte Carlo simulations assuming Gaussian xi were carried out using Eqs. (1), (2), 
to find the first two statistical moments for M and to evaluate the prior probability of 
damage for each neighboring building and construction stage defined. 
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2.2. Bayesian updating 

Analytical and numerical initial predictions achieved are not perfect, given limitations in 
knowledge in each step of the prediction process. Some errors occur when transforming 
field and laboratory data into soil parameters, and others appear because of 
simplifications made when modeling real problems, for example, in boundary conditions 
and constitutive laws for materials behavior. In geotechnical engineering, Bayesian 
analysis is a helpful tool to enhance predictions combining information from different 
sources, in the framework of the observational method; it has been applied to different 
geotechnical problems and materials [10,11,25,26,27]. 

The new information denoted here as the event Z can consist, for example, in 
measurements of soil parameters or measurements of geotechnical performance as 
displacements in a given point of interest. The aim is to quantify the influence of Z in the 
parameters X and the event of interest as P=(M≤0). If there are available prior 
information of event P(X), in Bayesian analysis, this is done by assessing the conditional 
probability of P given the new information Z. Bayes’ rule given in Eq. (3) defines the 
updating of a prior probability P’(X) to a posterior probability P”(X|Z) when new data Z 
from another source is available. 

( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

'
''

'

P Z X P X
P X Z

Z X P X
=

∑  
(3) 

The numerator in Eq. (3) contains the conditional probability of making the 
measurement given a specific value of X or likelihood P(Z|X), and the prior probability 
P’(X). The denominator refers to the evidence related to all possible values of X, and in 
the case of continuous variables, the sum becomes an integral. Often posterior probability 
is expressed for random variables as in Eq. (4), where k is a normalizing constant to 
ensure that posterior probability integrates to 1.  

( ) ( ) ( )'' '
x x x

X X
f kL f=  (4) 

For the problem at hand, the updating of DPILij probability distribution based on 
nodal displacements from numerical analyses for building i and excavation stage j is 
performed using DPILij values obtained from ground movements assessed using KSJH 
[13] and KJHH [18] semiempirical models. Eq. (5) express the likelihood function 
assuming multiplicative error εij with a Gaussian distribution as assumed in this paper. 
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 (5) 

The difficulties in Bayesian updating arise when trying to solve the integral to find 
k, as analytical solutions are available only for the so-called conjugate priors [9,10]. The 
use of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods is usual because they allow direct 
sampling from the posterior distribution without the need for solving integrals to 
compute k. As the application of such methods is computationally demanding, in this 
paper, OpenBUGS v3.2.3 was the tool selected to perform Bayesian updating analyses. 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Results from prior probabilistic analyses 

Figure 2 summarizes estimated prior damage probabilities in neighboring buildings 
(P’dij), for each building and construction stage, for a total of 165 analyzed cases. 
Comparison of P’dij with established ranges of expected performance [28] is useful to 
assess obtained results. Expected levels of performance are high 
(0.00003<Pdij<0.0000003) in 0.6% of analyzed cases, are good (0.001<Pdij<0.00003) in 
72.7%, are above average (0.001<Pdij<0.006) in 21.8 %, and below average 
(0.006<Pdij<0.023) in 4.8% of analyzed cases. When considering each building 
separately, B1, B2, B4, B6, B7, B8, B9, B10, and B13 have a good performance 
(0.001<Pdij<0.00003) in at least 90% of the cases. In B3 and B5, 63.6% of the cases have 
a good performance, and 36.4% are above average. In B12, 36.4% of the cases have a 
good performance, and 63.6% are above average. In B15, 18.2% have a good 
performance, and 81.8% are above average. In B11 and B14, 18.2% have a good 
performance, 45.5% are above average, and 36.4% are below average. The highest Pdij 
values were found for buildings B11 and B14 at construction stages 8 to 11, occurring in 
a strip from 20 to 40 m of the LW face of the excavation, in a fully loaded zone adjacent 
to a long side of the excavation, where the settlement diagram has an inflection point. 

 
Figure 2. Estimated prior damage probabilities in buildings adjacent to the excavation. 

3.2. Results from Bayesian updating 

Figure 3 presents a comparison of DPILij values obtained from KJHH-KSJH models and 
mean values of DPILij assessed from nodal displacements obtained in numerical and 
probabilistic analyses. The second method tends to give higher DPILij values, so when 
updating damage probability estimates, posterior (P’’dij) will tend to decrease compared 
to prior (P’dij). Before updating, 35% of predicted values from semiempirical models 
were higher than those from nodal values, from which 28% occurred in construction 
stages 7 and 9 or third and fourth level excavations. As seen in Figure 3, after updating, 
there is a good match between predicted DPILij values by the two approaches, except in 
building B9 and construction stage 7. 
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a) Before updating 

 
b) After updating

Figure 3. DPILij values based on KJHH-KSJH models vs mean DPILij values based on RSM. 

Figure 4 displays the estimated posterior damage probabilities in neighboring 
buildings (P’’dij), only for the excavation stages, for a total of 60 analyzed cases. 
Expected levels of performance are good in 85% of analyzed cases, and above average 
in 15%. Most of the buildings have a good performance in 100% of the cases. In B2, 
B12, and B15, 50% of the cases have a good performance, and 50% are above average. 
In B7, 25% of the cases have a good performance, and 75% are above average. The 
obtained �
��

  values were in some cases higher than assessed �
��
 . This because a portion 

of the assessed DPI from semiempirical methods were higher than those from numerical 
models. The updating reduced some of the highest DPI values as the ones occurring in 
buildings B11 and B14, and increased some of the lowest as in B1 and B9. 

 
Figure 4. Estimated posterior damage probabilities in buildings adjacent to the excavation. 

Apart from enhancing initial predictions using information from other sources, 
Bayesian updating also causes a reduction in the uncertainty of parameters, as shown in 
Figure 5. While the mean values of E0

ref and E50
ref remained unchanged after updating, 

posterior standard deviation values were around 27% and 11% of prior values, 
respectively. 
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Figure 5. Change in mean and standard deviation values for E0

ref and E50
ref after Bayesian updating. 

4. Conclusions 

Bayesian updating is a useful tool to combine information from different sources and to 
enhance performance predictions initially obtained. In this paper, initial predictions of 
damage probabilities in buildings around an excavation in soft soils come from numerical 
and probabilistic analyses and complementary information from semiempirical models. 

Initial damage probability assessment in the most unfavorable cases led to 
predictions of performances below average, which improved to good and above average 
behavior after Bayesian updating. The updating yielded lower damage probabilities, 
except when the semiempirical approach gave DPILij values higher than mean values 
from the numerical and probabilistic approach. The referred updating only applies to load 
term in the limit state function approximated by means a polynomial equation. 

The Bayesian framework also allows the updating of soil constitutive parameter 
values. As applied in this paper, it resulted in equal prior and posterior mean values of 
parameters E0

ref and E50
ref, but there was a significant reduction in its uncertainty across 

all considered geotechnical profile. 
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